Summary of the Asia and the Pacific Sustainable Development Goals progress report 2024

Note by the secretariat

Corrigendum

1. Summary box, fourth paragraph, last sentence

*For* food security *read* health

2. Paragraph 12, second sentence

*For* 13 *read* 13.2 and *for* 6 *read* 5.9

3. Paragraph 14

For the existing text *substitute*

Implementation of the 2030 Agenda has been uneven across different segments of the population, highlighting disparities based on sex, urbanization, education level, age and income. Women and girls face considerable challenges gaining access to education and employment opportunities. They exhibit lower rates of literacy and participation in education and training.

4. Paragraph 15, second sentence

*Delete* intentional homicide,

5. Paragraph 16

Delete the third sentence.

6. Paragraph 16, last sentence

*For* primary and *read* upper